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The new tropical greenhouse
at Gage Park is planned to be
open for the annual Mums show
this autumn.

A greenhouse for the winter blues
by Bev Wagar

Our home-before-Hamilton was an old
wooden farmhouse on an acre of land intended to fulfill my pastoral dream, which
included a whole lot of gardens and a
greenhouse. My greenhouse was small,
unheated (although I did try, and fail,
with natural heat from a manure pile)
and inexpensively built from a garage kit.
I was proud of building that thing—the
cross-bracing, the vents, the automatic
temperature-controlled window. I always
worried it would blow away with every
storm (it never did) but I loved that
greenhouse, especially in April. Eventually
I learned how to keep the seedlings warm
at night and it was a wonderful place of
refuge on cold sunny days.
After moving to Crown Point I was
happy to have a “real” greenhouse a few
blocks away in Gage Park. Like a Victorian
museum it had a lot of stuff crammed
into a small space. There were caged birds
and palm trees trying to burst through
the ceiling. For me, greenhouses are functional: places to grow plants for a garden,
not heated jails for exotic tropicals in a
foreign land. Despite its weirdness, the
Gage Park greenhouse became a welcome

refuge when winter had outstayed its welcome. I was intrigued by it—a structure
once reserved for nobility who wanted to
eat cucumbers in December, quietly hiding out in east Hamilton.
Gage Park is a century old. A year after acquiring the land in 1918, the City of
Hamilton began constructing the greenhouses to grow flowers for the city’s many
public parks and monuments. As well, an
affluent, ambitious industrial town needed grand public spaces and awe-inspiring
gardens. It may be difficult to imagine
the civic pride, duty, and even competitiveness that motivated council members
and industry leaders at the time.
When I spoke with Ward 3 councillor
Matthew Green about the greenhouse reconstruction project, his enthusiasm suggested that this kind of civic spirit was
still alive and well.
The new structures should be complete in the fall of this year, with the
grand opening set for October 25, 2018 at
the Mum Show. In terms of plantable
area, the new production greenhouse will
be 9,500 square feet—three times larger
than the old one. For heat there will be
five high-efficiency gas boilers. There will
be a cistern and greywater system to

capture and use rainfall from the roof.
Clearly the city is not scaling back this
aspect of the horticultural department’s
work. Propagation will not be increased
but the new facility will allow greater
economies of scale for purchase of seedlings in plug trays for as little as five cents
per plant.
The public area—the tropical greenhouse—will be 1.5 times larger and the
ceiling will rise to 40 feet, more than
enough for palm trees. There will be a
pond with turtles and fish and, if feasible,
there may be free-flying birds. Horticulture
staff are hoping to include tropical food
plants, such as mango and avocado. The
area will be open seven days a week with
free admission.
A wonderful feature of the new tropical greenhouse is a public “gathering
space” that will hold 50 to 80 people and
feature oversize steps for amphitheatre

seating. A warm, lush, and surprisingly
large oasis of green, it will surely help
Hamiltonians beat the winter blahs.
According to Green, “Community
programming is important to me . . . We
are looking forward to working with the
Crown Point Community Planning
Team and neighbours to help accommodate community events in the space.”
Ever since its inception, the Crown Point
Community Planning Team has been
looking for a suitable meeting space. The
greenhouse gathering space may meet
this need—we will find out in the fall.
There are centennial celebration plans
for Gage Park underway. If you’d like to
get involved, contact Matthew Green at
matthew.green@hamilton.ca or phone
city hall at 905–546–2702.
In the meantime, stay warm. Spring is
on the way and so is the new greenhouse
at Gage Park.

We want to hear from you!
Visit crownpointhub.ca/the-point-reader-survey
to complete our first reader survey
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SPIRIT OF CROWN POINT
by Rev. Shelley Smith
FOR MANY OF US, we experience the blahs every winter. The nights are longer, the days shorter, and there can
be many days without sunshine. This alone would be
enough to elicit the blahs; but add to that our weather
here, and it can become overwhelming. When it snows,
it seems to snow forever. Then there are the winds coming in over the lake and extremely low temperatures.
These factors can convert even the most optimistic person to one who is feeling the blahs big time.
There are many things we can’t change, but there are
things we can do to help cultivate conditions so the
blahs don’t stay with us for a long period of time.
By the time late February hits, I am craving sunshine. It feels like the darkness is closing in and all I
want to do is hunker down and eat comfort foods,
watch Netflix, and hibernate until spring.
This year for Christmas my daughters gave me a light
lamp. These lamps are used for a treatment called phototherapy, that has been proven to be effective in alleviating the sluggishness associated with diminished time
spent in the sun. There are many different models on the
market.
The important thing is to seek out the sun when it
does shine—even ten minutes a day is helpful.
We can beat the blahs by being intentional about
spending time with friends. Let’s face it, sometimes it
takes effort to go out in the middle of winter to socialize

with friends. Taking a class, doing a winter activity, or
meeting for dinner are great ways to get out of the house
and do something that is life-giving.
There is research to support the view that exercising
can help alleviate the blahs. For the past year I have
walked a minimum of 30 minutes a day at Van Wagner’s
Beach. Some days it does seem like a very cold resistance
workout, especially with the wind coming off the lake.
Research has shown, though, that when we exercise endorphins are released in our bodies, helping to keep the
blahs away. If being out in the cold isn’t a possibility,
there are lots of ways to exercise indoors in the comfort
of your home.
It’s important to note that there is a difference between feeling the blahs during the winter and suffering
from Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). Seasonal
Affective Disorder is a clinical condition associated with
low energy levels, irritability, and in serious cases, depression. Should you start to feel that the blahs aren’t
lifting, or that your life is being impacted, then please be
sure to contact your doctor.
We are all spiritual beings on a human journey and
we all react and respond to the blahs differently. Being
aware of the importance of daylight, exercising, and
spending time with friends are just a few ways to combat
the blahs this winter.
May we continue to strive to be the best we can be as
individuals and as residents of this amazing neighbourhood, Crown Point.

WARD 4 NEWS BY SAM MERULLA
THE CITY OF HAMILTON has

a number of opportunities
and services for your family to “beat the blahs” this
season. Visit your local recreation centre or Hamilton.
ca/rec for more information on what’s available in
your community.
Registration for spring recreation programs will
open mid-March. There are also lots of drop-in programs at many different times all over the city.
A Recreation Fee Assistance Program is available. It
offers opportunities for those in financial need to participate in recreation activities. Hamilton families and
individuals living below the Low-Income Cut Off
(LICO) level are eligible. Contact the Recreation
Assistance office or any recreation centre for details on
how to apply.
The Free Family Fun Guide is now on shelves at
your local recreation centre. As part of the City of
Hamilton’s affordable access strategy, free drop-in programs are open to all residents and families at various
locations across the City. See the Free Family Fun
Guide for program details!
There are adapted recreation programs (designed
for persons with special needs or disabilities) offered at
various recreation centres through the use of program

design, activity modification, and low staff-to-patron
ratios. Contact Inclusive Services for more
information.
Camp Kidaca registration opens March 19, 2018!
Enjoy sports, trips, crafts, swimming, games, and
summer fun! The program is available for children
aged 4–15 at various locations across the city.
Additionally, Camp Kidaca is now offered year round!
Pick up the PA Day, Winter Break, and March Break
Planner at your local recreation centre. Registration is
now open for year-round Camp Kidaca.
Coming this summer, the Recreation Division offers free drop-in programs at City of Hamilton parks.
The supie (short for “supervisor”) at your neighbourhood park programs activities from sports to crafts.
Exciting activities are different every day, so visit often
and don’t miss out! Staff are on site to program from
July 3 to August 17, 2018.
Let the City of Hamilton’s summer recreation programs be your first choice. Questions? Contact the
recreation department at recreation@hamilton.ca or
905–546–3747. Contact Councillor Merulla’s office at
smerulla@hamilton.ca or 905–546–4512.
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Organizers brought a roller
rink to Right on Target

Right on,
Right on Target
by Lyna Saad

R

ight on Target is a project aimed at understanding
the opportunities that might exist in the empty
spaces left by big-box retailers and in shopping centres designed for drivers. During the feasibility
phase, we studied opportunities to: animate the centre,
activate underused spaces, and better service the
community.

We did this by hearing ideas and testing them.
Through meetings, surveys and general exposure, people
proposed ideas and those that were testable, we plugged
into one of five pop-up events where we surveyed
people, observed what was working, and understood the
possibilities. Each event had one anchor activity and
additional satellite activities. Our events were dynamic
and attracted a myriad of people with a myriad of interests. The five pop-up events were:
Open House: Stakeholder and residents came to the

space, told us their ideas and dreams, and proposed uses.

Some of the wakier ideas from this open house made it
to the pop-ups.
Synth Social: Matt Thompson brought this basement ex-

periment to the surface with 20+ people bringing their
experimental instruments, projection mapping, and live
art in a demonstration of what could be done with open
space.
Indoor Playground: Kids on wheels took over this space

with a cycling track run by New Hope Community
Bikes, a skate park run by Kiwanis Boys and Girls Club,
a Hamilton Public Library pop-up library, as well as a
City of Hamilton 55+ recreation program.

was a roller derby bout hosted by Hammer City Roller
Derby, a market run by Steelcity Studio, a beer garden
by Collective Arts Brewery, live art by Smith and Patel,
synthesizer presentation by Synth Social, and a haunted
house hosted by Steel City Studios—a Crown Point
youth group.
Overall attendance to the events was greater than 2,780
visitors. Eleven Hamilton stakeholders partnered with
us to run the events and test the space for their needs,
and 280 unique individuals were surveyed.
In the end, we found that an in-depth public engagement process could offer new solutions to private and
commercial spaces experiencing challenges.

Community Playdate: People spent a Saturday afternoon

playing video games, riding bikes, using an indoor play
area, buying tools, and visiting the repair cafe. Our partners on this day were Kiwanis Boys and Girls Club,
Hamilton Public Library; Music with Ms. T (Smith and
Patel), and the Hamilton Tool Library.
Night Market: This was a celebration of all activities

wrapped into one, plus a deeper connection to the potential for entrepreneurs and makers to sell goods. There

EAT BETTER IN 2018!
THE GOOD FOOD BOX
is a non-profit distribution
program that makes fresh
local food available to
everyone at a discount.
Visit our website for more info.

www.environmenthamilton.org

A photograph appeared under Business Profile for
In Fine Feather Yoga, in our previous issue, that
was not credited. The photographer was Jay Crews.
The photo caption would have identified Helena
McKinney who owns and operates In Fine Feather
Yoga. The Point team regrets the error.
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Catherine Johnston turned the
personal tragedy of losing her son
Erich into a community blessing

Catherine Johnston

doing even just the simplest everyday things. He became
isolated and had trouble interacting with people.

By Jeff Hayward

How would you rate or describe the medical resources
for mental health treatment available at the time to
Erich in Hamilton (or outside of the city)? In Montreal it

is not something any parent can be expected to move on from easily. Crown Point’s Catherine
Johnston has found a way to deal with her own grief
while helping others in the process. Following the suicide of her 21-year-old son Erich in 2013, Catherine created the charitable organization Erich’s Cupboard (EC).
The organization aims to raise mental health awareness
through programs such as safeTALK (livingworks.net/
programs/safetalk), while assisting those in need of food
and clothing. Catherine initially stayed behind the
scenes as the organization blossomed with the support
of her family, friends, and community partners, but now
she has stepped more into the forefront as a story of inspiration—a mom who has turned her son’s memory
into a legacy of hope. We asked Catherine some questions about Erich’s Cupboard and her own healing
journey.
LOSING A CHILD

At what age did your son Erich start showing signs of
mental health challenges? What were the early symptoms or behaviours? I noticed a sadness in him around

the age of 12. I couldn’t name it but my gut told me that
something was off. Mental health wasn’t anything that
was spoken about back then. I spoke to many parents of
kids this age and knew that it wasn’t the typical puberty
stuff. I paid for Erich to see a psychologist but after the
fourth visit the doctor called me into his office and told
me point blank that there was no use in him continuing
to see him, that he shares nothing with him during the
one hour appointment, and doesn’t engage in the homework he was given. As a mom wanting to help her child
I felt lost and useless at this point. If a specialist couldn’t
help him, how could I? Erich assured me there was
nothing bothering him and he was fine. Life seemed to
get busier and better for him and I assumed it was just a
bad time in life for him. Erich’s mental health challenges
were not diagnosed or apparent to his doctors until he
stopped being able to work at the age of 20. He was extremely fatigued, worried, and felt overwhelmed when

was terrible. There was no information available especially when attempting to get help when he was younger. More locally he was made to feel ashamed of what he
may be struggling with. There are long wait times for
any services or, even if they are available, they are too expensive for most to be able to afford. The focus is on
medication or basic coping strategies. There is next to
no therapeutic or community support, as these types of
supports are expensive to run, impossible to provide
without financial backing and volunteers. Erich didn’t
find any of the mental health services useful. He tried
many, including an enormous number of self-help
books to try and assess and help himself. He was given
countless medications and the doctors would become
upset or refuse to work with him when he said they
didn’t work. At his most desperate time he was told to
join a study that ultimately made him worse. He died
shortly after that.
When did you start Erich’s Cupboard and why did you
decide to make collections of food and clothing part of
its goal? Who are the recipients? After a year and half in

a dark hole, Chris Parkinson (Catherine’s husband) and
I started to talk about wanting to do something good in
Erich’s name. I thought because of his good nature we
could do something to help those in our community,
but I wasn’t sure what that would look like—only that I
needed it to remain true and honest in Erich’s name.
Through Chris, I met this incredibly strong and courageous woman doing something to honour the son she
lost to a tragic accident. She was hosting a once-a-year
major clothing drive in Niagara Falls, and giving all donations for free to anyone in need. We decided on joining her on a clothing/food drive adventure, hence the
name Erich’s Cupboard. At this same time we also met
the manager at the Eva Rothwell Centre in Hamilton
and learned of the great use of this charitably run organization. There’s a food cupboard and a clothing closet

I’ve met a number
of incredibly special
people while working
on this charity. Some
have been in my life
for only a short while
and some have become
the most endearing
of friends. I wouldn’t
want to travel this path
without them.

for anyone in the area to access for their needs, a breakfast club for kids to have a good meal before school, and
an after-school program so kids can be in a safe space
until parents get home. I fell in love with the idea. Chris
was the face in the front at the beginning—I did all I
could from the background out of sight as I struggled
with social anxiety and was quite depressed still. Erich’s
Cupboard ended up receiving all the clothing and food
for the Hamilton donations. Random people started
dropping boxes and bags of items at our doorsteps.
These deeds were also helping to mend broken hearts
and spirits in a home that was shattered by grief. We always ensure that all the donations we receive are supporting a centre in the community in need, or given to a
family or individual that is need of help.
How has running the charity helped you on your own
path to healing? It’s made me aware that I can do some-

thing to make life just a little easier for someone
suffering, whether it’s helping them with a warm meal,
putting clothes on their back, finding a person or group
they can go to for help with employment, or just lending a friendly ear to share a story with. It has allowed me
to find strength to tell my painful story of losing a son
to suicide and possibly help someone who may be having thoughts they cannot understand or are afraid to
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share because of the huge stigma surrounding this topic.
At times it was hard to keep moving forward but there
started to be a momentum and people began to depend
on us. Soon there were food drives held for holidays and
birthdays and at events on behalf of this charity. I’ve met
a number of incredibly special people while working on
this charity. Some have been in my life for only a short
while and some have become the most endearing of
friends. I wouldn’t want to travel this path without
them. I’ve had people come to me and ask to be a part
of Erich’s Cupboard, which in turn allowed me to be a
bigger part of other great things happening in the
community.
What are your long-term goals for Erich’s Cupboard?

What advice do you have for parents dealing with a
mental illness in the family? Trust your parent sensors.

They are your children and you know them best. Also,
listen to your children, regardless of their age. They
know their body and mind best. Don’t just wait on a list
to be seen by a specialist. Look for supports outside of
the psychiatric sector, for yourself, your family and the
child. Keeping everyone safe, even for the meantime, is
sometimes best to get through until the next step. Do
not be afraid to disagree with the experts, and trust your
instincts. Don’t push your child to do things; just because something worked for your neighbour or your
friend doesn’t mean it will work for your child.
Everyone’s coping and healing looks different.
Tell us more about you—what keeps you busy when
you’re not running the charity? I have had a full-time

position at Saint Elizabeth Health Care for five years
now—we have a number of medical services that are accessible from your home. I love that we are taking the
care to the home. I also have another son who turned 18
in January. He is growing into an incredible young man,
very much an outside-the-box thinker as his brother
was. I am trying to be a positive influence for him. I try
to help other organizations and charities, including
Holiday Helpers and Pumpkin Prowl. I assisted a colleague at work hand out care kits to people living on the
streets downtown. We collected coats, hats, scarves, mittens and personalized non-perishables. We helped a local
business owner with an event collecting toys, non-perishables and warm clothing for four different charities.
Half of his store was filled. And many people reach out
to us in private messages with needs and don’t want to
be known so we do what we can behind the scenes. I’ve
done two rides for cancer and many rides and walks for
mental health. Our big fundraiser for Erich’s Cupboard
is our Halloween Spooktacular. 2017’s fundraiser was
very successful, and it’s allowing us to cover multiple
safeTALKS free of charge throughout the city. This year,
Spooktacular will fall on Oct. 27, Erich’s birthday, and
we hope our community will come together to make it
the best one ever . . . in honour of this beautiful soul.
You can follow the journey of Erich’s Cupboard at
fb.com/erichscupboard1991.

The HPO Gallery Series played at Earl’s Court
Gallery in 2016

HPO Gallery Series
by Bev Wagar

L

istening to live music is a great way to beat the winter
blahs. Listening to free live music, on Ottawa Street,
in an art gallery, in a room filled with friends and
neighbours—well, that would kick those blahs right
back to Winnipeg. Apologies to the former Winnipeg
residents but heck, we’re looking for the fuzzy warm
feelings, the kind you get listening to live music. Live
classical music. Chamber music, actually—which is just
a fancy way of saying a small slice of a big orchestra. No
tympani, harpsichords, or trombones. Well, there might
be a trombone. But just one.
Every year the Hamilton Philharmonic Orchestra
(HPO) slices and dices its musicians (figuratively . . . )
into small ensembles and fits them into art galleries.
They’ve been to Burlington, Dundas, Jamesville,
Sherman, and Crown Point. This year they head to the
far east (Grimsby) and return to the near east (Crown
Point), at Earls Court Gallery on Wednesday March 7,
at 7:30 p.m.
The HPO Gallery Series began officially in 2015 with
support of Meridian Credit Union, just before Gemma
New became music director. Ms. New’s vision for the

Photo by James Charlton

Many workshops—all free or at least the most minimal
of cost. We have started the process to apply for a charity number. I would love a permanent location for EC, a
place that can be used by those in the community. A
place with a kitchen where we can have a chef give
cooking lessons to prepare meals to take home, from the
donations received. The Hamilton-Wentworth District
School Board hosted an incredible food drive in our
honour—we filled a truck. A.M. Cunningham school
hosted a bake sale and donated the proceeds, completely
unexpectedly, to Erich’s Cupboard. Local business
owners have hosted food drives and offered discounts in
our honour. Other businesses put out jars to collect
money on our behalf. A local band Burn the Louvre
even hosted a show and collected non-perishables and
cash. It’s like a wave that’s growing, and we are learning
and sharing and giving back every opportunity we can.
Erich’s Cupboard is bigger than the three of us
(Catherine, Chris and Catherine’s son Matthew) . . . there
are now so many wonderful people behind the scenes
making what we do possible. We are a connector. We
are community.

HPO includes bringing the musicians to the city’s diverse neighbourhoods, allowing people to experience
great music up close.
HPO Executive Director Diana Weir explained how
the musical decisions are made: “Each program is chosen
by the musicians themselves, who come together to decide what music would be most suitable for a given gallery or audience type.” The artwork can also guide the
choices. “We try to tie a theme from the gallery or exhibit into the musical performance,” Weir added.
After the concert, audience members are encouraged
to ask questions about the music or the instruments. In
Dundas at the Carnegie Gallery last year, Erica Goodman
engaged an audience bursting with questions about her
harp.
Weir recalls the last time the Gallery Series came to
Crown Point in 2016: “It was exciting to have our woodwind trio perform a piece by Canadian composer
Martin van de Ven, which was composed specifically for
that performance. Martin attended the concert and
introduced the piece—it’s always exciting to present a
new work for an audience, especially in these inspirational gallery settings.”
Gallery Series concerts are free but a donation is requested. Space is limited so you’ll need to register by visiting the HPO web site at hpo.org/concerts/gallery-series
or by phoning 905–526–1677.
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HEALTH MATTERS

Seasonal
Affective Disorder
by Thomas Eagles

This time of year, I see many
patients dealing with aches and
pains that seem related to Seasonal
Affective Disorder or SAD for
short. Although the exact cause of
SAD has not been fully established,
there’s an apparent connection to
the decrease in sunlight in winter.
SAD may affect your biological
clock leading to less sleep, lower
your serotonin levels which affects
mood, and reduce melatonin levels
which alter both sleep and mood.
It is important to get out and enjoy the sunlight
whenever possible. This can be as simple as going
for lunchtime walks outside or eating lunch at a
window. It is possible to treat extreme SAD with
light therapy, using lamps and bulbs that produce
light waves similar to those of the sun.
Proper sleep is extremely important, especially
for those dealing with spring and summer SAD
symptoms. If we are waking repeatedly or not sleeping long enough we may be inhibiting neurotransmitter production. Your family doctor can advise
you if there are sleep apnea or melatonin production issues.
I previously wrote about what happens in the gut
and its effect on mood. A proper diet and balanced
meals are important when dealing with SAD.
Manual therapy is also an option. It can help
calm down the sympathetic system which encourages the parasympathetic system. Along with aiding
sleep, healing, and the production of hormones and
neurotransmitters, manual therapy can improve
blood flow and nervous function.
Finally, one of my favourite antidotes to SAD is
exercise. A simple 30–60-minute walk outside will
help in many areas.
Generally, it is a combination of the above therapies that make the biggest difference. Whatever
route you choose, remember to discuss symptoms
with a health professional.

It’s vitamin D time
by Kelly MacNeill
I’D HAZARD A GUESS that most of us who suffer from
Seasonal Affective Disorder have been told at some
point to take vitamin D. What exactly is vitamin D, and
why should we take it? Do I really need to take supplements if I’m sure I’m getting enough in my diet?
Having a basic understanding of how this vitamin
works will help us make informed choices and ultimately make us healthier. As with all health matters, it’s important to use this information as just one reference,
written by a layperson. Do talk to your own health care
provider for the best choices for your specific situation.
Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin, which means it is
dissolved and stored in fat. Taking too much of a fat-soluble vitamin (vitamins A, E, and K are also in this category) could result in toxic effects because they accumulate in the body’s fat store. So it’s important to do your
research and make sure you aren’t getting too much, especially if you are taking supplements. There are various
opinions about what this limit should be, but it appears
that 4000 IU per day for adults is the recommended

Although the jury is still out
on exactly how vitamin D may
be related to depression, there
appears to be growing research
suggesting a connection.
upper limit. 800–1000 IU is a common recommended
daily dose.
Vitamin D has been shown to help with many functions, especially the absorption of calcium and phosphorus. A deficiency can result in rickets in children,
and osteomalacia (softening of the bones) or osteoporosis (fragile bones) in adults.
Although the jury is still out on exactly how vitamin
D may be related to depression, there appears to be
growing research suggesting a connection. It may affect
serotonin, a neurotransmitter that contributes to depression when levels are low.
Where do we find vitamin D? Very few foods naturally contain it. Vegetables, fruit, and grain products are

not good sources. Of the various meat products, fatty
fish such as salmon and tuna (in particular the skin)
have the highest amounts. Egg yolks also contain some
vitamin D. Milk and margarine in Canada must be fortified with vitamin D (one cup of milk has 100 IU),
making milk the main dietary source.
Another way to get vitamin D is to expose bare skin
to sunlight. Through an intricate process, our skin converts certain ultraviolet (UVB) rays to vitamin D. The
amount made through sun exposure depends on several
factors. These include: latitude (UVB decreases with distance from the equator), time of year (winter means less
sun exposure), time of day (ultraviolet rays are stronger
at mid-day), and skin colour (pale skin makes vitamin
D quicker than dark skin).
While sun exposure might seem like an easy way to
get vitamin D, our constant use of sunscreen and our
preference to stay indoors in winter often mean we don’t
get enough in our daily lives. For these reasons, taking
supplements is a must for many of us.
I personally take 4000 IU daily of liquid vitamin D3
(Genesta brand cholecalciferol), but there are different
formulations and brands available, and it really is just a
personal choice. The important part is to get the right
amount every day.
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Volunteers work a garden plot at
McQuestern Urban Farm last year.

Volunteering
in Hamilton
takes a hit
Think hibernating at home is the
best way to survive the cold, bleak
days of a frigid Hamilton winter?
Not if you ask the many Canadians
who volunteer their time to help
other people in need.
by Kathryn Shanley

According to Statistics Canada’s General Social Survey:
Giving, volunteering and participating, 2013: “... volunteers devoted almost two billion hours to their volunteer
activities, or the equivalent of about one million fulltime jobs.” With the strong commitment of so many
volunteers in our communities, it’s particularly heartbreaking that Volunteer Hamilton was forced to close its
doors at the end of December last year after 55 years of
dedicated service to the Hamilton community.
Lack of sustainable funding left the organization no
choice but to shut down. Volunteer Hamilton brought
thousands of volunteers and organizations together by
matching posted volunteer opportunities with interested
volunteers. On average, over 2,000 people a year were
assisted by Volunteer Hamilton and 130 agencies were
members. According to its December 2017 press release,
Volunteer Hamilton’s annual Change the World
Challenge included 1,000 youth volunteers. “The closure of Volunteer Hamilton will not dissuade our volunteers from continuing to engage themselves in the fabric
of our caring and vibrant community,” says Volunteer
Hamilton board chair Sam Cino.
How will the Hamilton community be impacted by
the closure of an organization that has helped so many
people and not-for-profit organizations for more than
five decades? In a December 11, 2017 article in The
Hamilton Spectator, Cino noted that “the closure of the

organization means the loss of a ‘central point of access’
for those looking to access and provide opportunities.”
What a tremendous loss for the people of Hamilton!
“It’s just a symptom of what’s happening in the community,” Cino said in the same article. “What we’re going through is what a lot of other organizations have
been struggling with.” Maybe it’s time we looked at the
bigger picture.
The face of volunteering has changed since 1963
when Volunteer Hamilton was first established. The
Social Planning and Research Council of Hamilton
(SPRC) helped develop Volunteer Hamilton. Deirdre
Pike, senior social planner at the SPRC, says that years
ago many of us were raised with volunteering, but that
trend may be different now. “Poverty and globalization
have changed our family structure and therefore our activities,” says Pike. “Poverty and isolation can lead to a
lack of volunteering.” Someone working three jobs,
worrying where their next meal is coming from, or in
pain from being unable to afford to see a dentist would
not consider volunteering a priority. “You can fill
FirstOntario Centre five times with the number of
people who live below the poverty line in Hamilton,”
adds Pike. The problem of poverty in Hamilton is
staggering.
In a city the size of Hamilton many people face challenges. Without Volunteer Hamilton how are the
residents of Crown Point going to know which organizations need volunteers? And how will smaller, less visible
organizations find volunteers?
Not-for-profit organizations come in all shapes and
sizes, and so do their needs for volunteers. Hamilton
Tastebuds, which feeds 30,000 students a day, relies on
the assistance of more than 1,000 volunteers.
The Bridge is an organization that provides men who
have been incarcerated with housing and support services to help them re-establish themselves in the community. “We couldn’t run without volunteers,” says Executive
Director James Bowick. “Volunteers are the driving
force behind our organization. They run our programs,
do fundraising, and take care of publicity. We don’t have
enough funding to pay people.” He says the residents
enjoy interacting with volunteers. “Our residents sit and
eat together shoulder to shoulder over dinner with
people they wouldn’t normally be sitting with—people

Last year alone,
approximately
1,300 volunteers
provided over 100,000
hours of service.

who see the person not the crime.”
Morgan Binek, coordinator of volunteer resources at
St. Peter’s Hospital, says, “Last year alone, approximately
1,300 volunteers provided over 100,000 hours of service.
This directly affects the level of care and services provided to our patients on so many levels.” She says that patients welcome the personalized touch that volunteers
add and the positive role that volunteers play in the lives
of their patients.
The valuable contribution that volunteers make to
any organization is indisputable. According to Volunteer
Hamilton figures, Hamilton has one of the highest volunteer rates in Canada, boasting more than 280,000
volunteers. But the challenge will be finding alternative
ways for not-for-profit organizations to get the message
out that volunteers are needed, and the deciding factors
will be time and the level of commitment the Hamilton
community is willing to make.
To learn more about the organizations mentioned
here visit:
www.sprc.hamilton.on.ca
www.tastebudshamilton.ca
www.hamilton-bridge.ca
www.hamiltonhealthsciences.ca/vr
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WARD 3 NEWS BY MATTHEW GREEN

Photo courtesy of the TIFF Film Reference Library

I WANT TO THANK my family and all our neighbours
for another great year. We saw some significant investment in our community and as we progress
through 2018, I’m confident that together we will
continue to build a vibrant community. I am Proud
to Be Ward 3.
I want to provide the following updates on some
of what we’ve been working on at City Hall.
In December, I took a walk through 430
Cumberland Avenue with our staff. This property,
owned by City Housing Hamilton, provides affordable housing. I toured the building and grounds
with staff to determine where we can help to better
fund the property to increase the quality of life for
those who live there.
I had the honour of providing a delegation on
Bill 148 at the Ontario Legislature. Bill 148 passed
third reading and became law on January 1, 2018. It
will provide an increased minimum wage and other
supports for those in the most precarious work in
our province. It was a humbling experience to be
able to bring comments to the legislature on the bill
and offer our community’s unique perspective.
Throughout my comments, I put our neighbours’ concerns first. Listening and remembering
the conversations that I’ve had with so many of you,
I was able to bring a distinctly Hamilton flavour to
my presentation. If you’re interested feel free to
watch the complete video of my delegation on my
website matthewgreen.ca.
Our office receives daily calls regarding dangerous drivers and the need for safer roads and communities. We’re happy to take these calls and work
to make our streets safer. We’re listening, and in
2017 we continued our progress by investing in
traffic calming to make our streets safer for all road
users.
Our priority has and continues to be parks and
schools—places where children are the most visible.
A few weeks ago, I met with our Traffic Engineering
staff and we have identified even more traffic calming to be implemented. We’re continuing the momentum that we’ve seen throughout the past few
years.
Together, we have started to make real progress
towards safer streets. It is important to be aware that
no matter where one is driving in our community, a
neighbour lives there. Please take main arterial
streets unless necessary and remember to be a courteous driver.
Again, I want to thank everyone for another year
together. I am proud to work alongside you to continue to make our community even more vibrant.
Matthew Green is Hamilton’s Ward 3 counciillor
and can be reached at 905-546-4550 or by email at
matthew.green@hamilton.ca.

POINTS FROM THE PAST

Brian Linehan, right, is shown with
fellow Hamilton celebrity Martin Short.

Brian Linehan
by Brendan Oliver
OF ALL THE PEOPLE who have called Crown Point home,
the most famous would surely be Mr. Brian Linehan.
Through hard work and determination Brian became
Canada’s most respected and distinguished celebrity
interviewer.
Brian Richard Linehan was born at home on
September 3, 1943 to parents Sadie (Kotur) and Les
Linehan. Brian grew up on Gertrude and Northcote
streets and attended Memorial and Lloyd George elementary schools.
His childhood was a turbulent one with family violence being the norm. Police were regularly called to the
Linehan house which often led to the arrest of his father.
The Linehan children found relief from home by attending many of Hamilton’s great movie theatres. At the
Avalon Theatre on Ottawa Street, Brian and his sister
Carole would often sneak in through the back door to
save a few cents on admission.
Brian attended Delta Secondary School where he
found pleasure writing for The Omnia, the school newspaper. He also wrote for the Hamilton Spectator covering Hamilton’s high school scene. In the evenings he
worked at Dingwall’s Hardware on Barton Street.
Brian’s most cherished teacher at Delta was Mr. Ed
Hocura, a local entertainment critic for the Hamilton
Spectator. Ed Hocura was the primary influence on
Brian’s famous style of meticulous research.
Hocura was instrumental in getting Brian an interview with Odeon Theatres where he landed a job in the
advertising department. Later on, Brian became an
Odeon talent wrangler, a person who looks after celebrities who are in town promoting their latest project.
In 1972 Brian was hired at the recently established

City TV as producer of film programming. His big
break in show business came when a host cancelled and
Brian was asked to interview English director Eric Till.
The interview was a disaster. Till agreed to return later
in the day and a more professional interview was
conducted.
In 1973 Brian developed his own show for City TV
called City Lights. During his 27 years in television
Brian would interview nearly 2000 guests and most
were struck by his vast knowledge. In a 1996 interview, a
clearly impressed Woody Harrelson remarked “this man
does his research.”
As Brian’s fame increased another famous
Hamiltonian, Martin Short, began to parody him on
SCTV. Short created a character named “Brock
Linahan”, a pompous interviewer who bores his guests
to sleep with long, drawn out questions full of inaccurate information.
Brian relocated to Toronto and would never again
call Hamilton home. In 1983, he took the bus to his old
street and found that the house he grew up in had been
demolished to expand the Dofasco property. Only the
sidewalks remained.
In March of 2002 Brian was diagnosed with
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Two months later his partner of 30 years Dr. Zane Wagman took his own life
while on a trip to Finland. The loss deeply affected Brian
and many believe that the loss hindered his recovery.
Surrounded by friends Brian died at home on June 4,
2004 at the age of 59.
Brian and Zane’s ashes were scattered in the backyard
rose garden of their former home at 5 Grenadier Heights
in Toronto. A small amount of Brian’s ashes went to his
long-time friend Joan Rivers.
Brian’s legacy lives on in the Brian Linehan
Charitable Foundation which helps provide training and
opportunities to young Canadian talent.
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The Elderly
and the
Eldritch
A Short Story by Lauren O’Donnell

T

he neighbourhood book club met
once every month, at exactly 4:00
p.m. at Geraldine’s house. Each
time, one of their five members
would select a book and they’d get
together to talk about it. Or not talk
about it, usually. Blanche tended to go
on about what her Henry was up to these
days, he’s got a big lawyer job up in the
city and he’s seeing this girl, and wouldn’t
you know it she’s just the sweetest little
thing, etc.
In the ancient tradition of book clubs
across the globe, the book itself was generally forgotten about. It was mostly just
a chance to talk and have some tea.
But Ethel was worried. She hadn’t
been able to make head nor tail out of
the book they had been assigned. She’d
been quite impressed by the leather binding and gold edging, but had quickly
concluded that it was a bunch of flibbertigibbet. She’d only got as far as the inside jacket, which read “whosoever reads
this aloud shall summon forth unimaginable horrors.” Ethel missed the romance
novel they’d read last month. Her eyes
weren’t what they used to be, but the
photo on the front hadn’t left much to
the imagination.
She worked her way up the stairs to
Geraldine’s porch, and quietly knocked
on the door. It swung inward. She removed her sensible shoes, headed into
the parlour, and took her usual seat.
Across from her and to the left was
Geraldine, and across and to the right
was Constance. On the table was an embroidered tablecloth that Geraldine had
tried to put a star on. Unfortunately, she
had been looking at the pattern upside
down.
To Ethel’s left was Prudence, who was
not so much a woman as she was a human wrecking ball. She had all the tact
and delicacy of a cat in a bathtub.
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Currently she was lecturing Geraldine on
how to properly steep tea.
To Ethel’s right was Blanche, who was
already midway through a blow-by-blow
recount of her cousin’s run in with a particularly rude cashier. She had a rapt
audience of one, and unfortunately it was
Constance, who hadn’t heard a word in
forty odd years. She got by with vague
smiles and occasional nods.
Blanche had just about gotten to the
bit where she started to rant about young
people these days, but Prudence interrupted her.
“Would it be all right if we actually
talked about the book instead of blathering on about your dreadful extended
family?”
Blanche huffed. If astigmatic looks
could kill, then Prudence would be pushing the daisies.
“Oh, I’m not sure,” Geraldine said
worriedly, “it had some awfully rude pictures in it.”
Prudence snorted.
“And what was the book you picked
last time then, Gerry? ‘Lust Among the
Daffodils’, wasn’t it?” she said. Geraldine
blushed from her compression socks all
the way up to her ears.
“Well, all right, there’s no need to be
rude” said Blanche. The ladies all opened
their copy of the book and Blanche
began to read the opening lines aloud. A
faint whispering filled the room, growing
louder. The book flew from Blanche’s
hands and hovered ominously in the air
as the pages flipped wildly. On its cover,
the word NECRONOMICON glowed
bright white. Ethel took her glasses off
and cleaned them to get a better look.
A dense fog seeped in through the
doors and windows. The floors ran red
with blood, soaking through Ethel’s knitted socks. Damn, she’d done those herself, and the heels were so tricky to get
right. Biscuits turned to ashes in heavily
dentured mouths. The heat of a thousand
suns beats down upon the parlour.
Constance munched happily on the
scones.
There was the sound of a million coffins clanging shut. The fog resolved itself
into humanoid shapes. The extreme heat
went off for a smoke break and was
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replaced with a biting cold. Ethel found
herself rolling down the sleeves on her
sensible cardigan. It had patches on the
elbows.
“And here I thought I was done with
menopause,” Blanche quipped.
“Why have you summoned us from
our sleep, mortals,” said a voice like a
thousand souls screaming for mercy.
“What was that, dearie?” Constance
asked, having almost heard something.
“We have laid waiting for millennia
in R’lyeh, for what purpose have you
called upon us?” said another, its voice
like nails on the chalkboard of the soul.
“We’re just having our book club,”
Ethel said, voice shaking.
There was a silence as deep as the
ocean, and with an equal number of
weird scaly things floating about in it.
“You have called upon us, the Old
Ones, Demon Lords of Chaos, They
Who Art Called Leviathan, Destroyers
of Worlds, Breakers of Bones, and
Wearers Down of Tooth Enamel…for
your book club?”
There was another silence. It was
much more awkward than the first.

Constance blithely continued eating, reasoning there was no sense in missing
food just because demonic creatures have
joined you for tea. The first demon
coughed uncomfortably.
“No satanic worship then?” it
intoned.
“Or plans for world domination?”
asked another demon.
“Or virgin sacrifice?” asked a third,
wistfully.
“Certainly not,” said Prudence, disapproval stamped on her face.
“Although we do have some cucumber
sandwiches,” offered Ethel.
Another silence.
“Are the crusts cut off?”
There was a nod from the ladies.
There was a faint muttering from the
back of the room, like the damning of
maybe five souls, tops. A not-quite throat
was cleared.
“Have you read ‘Lust Among the
Daffodils’?”
There was another polite nod. The demons appeared to be thinking.
“…could we join you?”
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A passion
for compassion
at Caro
by Maggie Burns and Rick Currie
WELCOME CARO RESTAURANT to Ottawa
Street North. Located in the former BBQ
Pizza at the corner of Main and Ottawa,
Caro is bringing new life to the old
Leander building.
The Caro (from the Italian for “dear”)
menu is a modern approach to Italian
pasta and pizza. Offering a variety of classic Italian cuisine to newer dishes incorporating twists to more traditional fare.
The hand tossed Margherita Pizza is a
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must try. The Cocktail menu is divided
into two sections; Bold & Bitter and
Fresh & Fruity. ‘The Delta’ and the
‘Crown Point Sour’ will be top sellers.
Asked what brought him to Ottawa
Street, owner Corey Tower replied: “I’ve
spent a lot of time working at restaurants
in Toronto, but noticed the shift in
energy that was pulling people back to
Hamilton.”
Corey, is no stranger to the restaurant
industry. He has spent a few years working in Toronto and Hamilton and has
had a hand in opening two popular
downtown eateries. This is Corey’s eighth
restaurant opening but his first as owner
operator.
Corey and his wife sold their condo
and bought a house in the Delta East
neighbourhood. He takes the Pipe Line

Trail to work on a regular basis and loves
it. When he saw the Leander building at
4 Ottawa Street North was for lease, he
couldn’t ignore the opportunity.
Two initiatives distinguish Caro from
other establishments. First, Corey has decided to appreciate his staff by including
a living wage and employee benefits as
part of the compensation package.
Benefits are very rare in the restaurant
business. Tower has made a commitment
to treat his employees in a fair and equitable manner, reflecting the care and
understanding that Hamiltonians both
display and appreciate. “My key to success is strong, loyal staff,” Corey said.
The second difference is apparent in
the menu, which incorporates items for
those with dietary restrictions. Many
people are unable to enjoy dining out as

My key
to success
is strong,
loyal staff
their food limitations are rarely accommodated. Caro’s menu includes vegan,
gluten-free, and vegetarian items.
The calm inspired space is reflective of
Corey and his in-house crew’s personalities. They are a passionate, creative group
of individuals that share a common appreciation for Hamilton that shines
through.
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An airplane and
flying lessons
by Rebecca Doll
FOR MANY YEARS I’ve been telling myself, “Someday I’m
going to fly again.” On the May long weekend in 2017 I
woke up and said to myself, “Today is Someday!” I
drove out to the Brantford Airport bright and early.
As far back as I can remember all I ever wanted for
Christmas was an airplane and flying lessons. When
people asked what I wanted for a gift, even as an eight
year old, I would say “Never mind, you can’t afford it,”
as if the money was the main obstacle and not my age.
One spring day when I was fourteen I came home
from school and my mother said, “Get changed, you’re
joining Air Cadets.” I had no idea what that meant but
there was an implication of flying . . . I put on my
peach-coloured Cotton Ginny track suit, also known as
my nice clothes, and off we went.
We found our way into the basement of Danforth
Technical School in Toronto where people in uniforms
milled about. My mother assured the Commanding
Officer that I certainly could carry a forty-pound pack
through the woods for a whole weekend. “Of course
she’s dedicated. Of course she’s punctual and reliable.”
Up to that point I had never done, been, or even aspired
to, any of those things. But that was my mother’s way of
motivating me—state it like it’s already a fact. My siblings and I were all living breathing vision statements of
what we might someday become.
The 330 Squadron Royal Canadian Air Cadets met
on Wednesdays in the school for our regular parade
night. We had opening and closing parade in the gym,
citizenship and leadership classes, drill practices, and
specialized training for colour guard (flags), honour
guard (rifles), and first-aid training. On Fridays we met
for sports practice. I made a couple of friends and after
several months Tracey said, “Come on, we’re taking the
ground school class.”
“Ground school” is what we call the classes that lead
to flying lessons. I was too young but I spent three years
doing ground school, taking classes and writing exams
until I was 17 when I won a scholarship to do my Glider
Pilot License over the summer. The following year I won
the scholarship to do my Private Pilot License. I was the
first female in the history of the squadron to get my pilot license and the sense of accomplishment stayed with
me. Whenever I faced a challenge I would say to myself,
“If I can fly a plane, I can do anything.”
That was in 1986. This year I started ground school
again and I’m going to tell you all about it in the
months to come. The industry has changed and there
has never been a better time to get involved in aviation,
especially as a career. Maybe you too are interested in an
airplane and flying lessons.

To be continued . . .

Crown Point residents Shaun Smyth and Juno Rinaldi
have launched the Hamilton Film Centre based out of the
Cotton Factory on Sherman Avenue North.

Lights! Camera!
Action!
at the Hamilton Film Centre
by Tyler Fish
ASPIRING YOUNG ACTORS, presenters, and film aficionados in Hamilton can finally learn the essentials of acting at the Hamilton Film Centre.
The HFC is the brainchild of two Crown Point
residents: Juno Rinaldi and Shaun Smyth. Juno came up
with the content for a six-week acting course while
working as a shoe-shiner in Toronto between acting gigs.
Held at the Theatre Aquarius gym and presented by
Luke Brown, the course sold out quickly, showing the
considerable demand for this type of programming in
Hamilton. Juno and Shaun first met through a mutual
friend at a Christmas party. When they ran into each
other again at the Stoney Creek pool, they agreed to
partner and run the new HFC.
They certainly have the experience. Juno, who had
her first leading role while still in Grade 12, currently
stars as Frankie on the new CBC hit Workin’ Moms.
Shaun has more than 20 years of acting experience
spread over a wide variety of shows and plays. He stars
as Theo Fleury in Playing With Fire, an award-winning
one-man show that is performed entirely on skates.
Currently, they are running weekly courses for kids

and teens. These courses provide youth with the essential tools of acting such as getting into character, picking
objectives, knowledge of the film industry, and auditioning. When asked about the popular parts of the workshops, Juno says “The younger kids love doing fun stuff
like dying on camera and fun improv challenges. A lot
of what we are doing at HFC so far is getting the students feeling comfortable in front of the camera, encouraging them to let their personalities come through.”

The younger kids love
doing fun stuff like dying
on camera . . .
In addition to the weekly courses, the HFC will be
offering a film acting camp on Sunday, February 4th.
For $100, this full-day camp, held at the Theatre
Aquarius Arts Education Centre on Wentworth just
north of Main, will help ambitious young actors improve their auditioning, script-reading, and business
skills.
Moving forward, Shaun and Juno plan to expand the
variety and number of classes. Long-term goals include
programs focusing on writing for TV, voice-over acting,
and film-making.
Readers interested in learning more about the HFC
or any of the programs mentioned can visit
www.hamiltonfilmcentre.com.
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Dealing with
the winter blahs
by Mary Lynn Balardo, public health nurse
DURING THE HOLIDAYS,

our lives are filled with family,
food, fun and happiness. But what happens when all the
celebrations are over? Children go back to school, adults
go back to work, life goes back to normal, and it’s cold
and dreary outside. Winter can make the most energetic
of us feel down in the dumps. The “winter blues” and
the stress of dealing with them can affect our emotional,
mental, and even physical well-being.
Below are a few tips to combat the blues and help us
get through the winter.
Identify the reason for your feelings. It’s very common

to feel low in the winter. Instead of pushing thoughts
and feelings aside, acknowledge your feelings and take
some time to understand them. This can help put an
end to the blahs.
Eating well can help you thrive this winter! Take a

Saturday walk to the nearby Ottawa Street produce market to buy some local vegetables. Roast parsnips, carrots,
beets, and butternut squash with cinnamon and nutmeg
for a warm, nutritious side dish. Call EatRight Ontario
to speak to a registered dietitian about your nutrition
questions. Call toll-free: 1-877-510-5102.
Get outside! Yes, it’s cold out (this IS winter in Canada),

so bundle up and go have some fun! Fresh air and
physical activity can take our mind off worries and boost
our mood. Physical activity helps to bump up the brain’s
feel-good neurotransmitters (called endorphins), leaving
us feeling better than before the exercise. If it happens to
be sunny when you go out, even better! A little bit of
sunshine can improve happiness. There are lots of trails
and parks close to where we live in Hamilton. A map of

Getting outside is one way to beat
the winter blahs.

trails and parks can be found at: www.hamilton.ca/
BikeRides. A list of outdoor skating locations can be
found at www.hamilton.ca/parks-recreation/outdoor-fitness/outdoor-skating-rinks.
Try to get enough sleep. The amount of sleep required

varies from person to person. Try to get the amount of
rest you need to feel recharged.
Meet up with people you enjoy being with and who
make you feel good. Connect with a friend or neigh-

bour you haven’t seen in a while, or spend time with

people you see everyday. The point is, try not to stay
home alone all day, every day. Plan outings. Being with
people will make you feel happier and more connected.
For a list of things to do in Hamilton, visit
www.tourismhamilton.com.
Don’t give up! If these feelings persist, remember, you’re

not alone. This condition is common and treatable. If
things don’t change, speak to your doctor or other
health care professional.
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WORKING MATTERS WITH HDLC

Know your
(new) rights

homecare workers, temporary agency
workers, and building service workers.
An employer must recognize a union if
the majority of employees sign union
cards. Other improvements make it easier
to form a union in other sectors.

by Anthony Marco

the Ontario government finally moved forward on
once-in-a-generation changes to the
Ontario Labour Relations Act and the
Employment Standards Act. The Hamilton
and District Labour Council worked
hard with the Ontario Federation of
Labour and our local $15 and Fairness
groups to get Hamilton City Council behind the changes to help ensure working
class people can keep up in an economy
laden with precarious jobs.
The rest of this column will outline
many of these changes that are already in
effect. You will need to learn your new
rights to ensure your employer is respecting the law. The following information comes from www.workersactioncentre.org and the Ontario Ministry of
Labour website, which are both useful resources to learn more about these
changes.

Misclassification of employees as “independent contractors” is against the law.
Employers will be responsible for proving
that an individual is not an employee.

There are ten days of personal emergency
leave for all workers—two of those days
will be paid, and a doctor’s note is not
required.

The general minimum wage rises to $15.00.

IN MID-NOVEMBER,

On January 1, 2018 new worker rights
came into effect:

Workers receive three weeks paid vacation after five years of working at the
same company.
Workers have the right to domestic or
sexual violence leave of up to ten individual days and up to fifteen weeks if the
worker or the worker’s child must deal
with domestic or sexual violence. The
first five days of leave each year will be
paid.
Temporary help agencies will have to give
workers one week’s written notice or pay
in lieu of notice if a longer-term assignment ends early.
Forming a union will be easier for

On January 1, 2018, when the general
minimum wage rises to $14.00, the following special minimum wages take effect: students under 18: $13.15/hour, liquor
servers (who regularly receive tips): $12.20/
hour
As of April 1, 2018, the following new
rights will come into force:

Equal pay for equal work for casual, parttime, contract, and temporary workers
doing work similar to full-time workers.
Equal pay for equal work for temp
agency workers doing work similar to
permanent employees.
As of January 1, 2019, the following additional new rights will come into force:

For students under 18, minimum wage
rises to $14.10.
For liquor servers, minimum wage rises
to $13.05.
Workers gain the job-protected right to
refuse shifts if the employer gives less
than four days (96 hours) notice.
Workers gain the job-protected right to
ask for a schedule or location change after working at a company for three
months.

The contractor
owns
your house
by Darrell Jennings
WE ALL KNOW that if we don’t pay that
bill the mechanic won’t give us back our
car and the repair shop won’t give us back
our toaster. They will hold it and then,
after a time, sell it to recover their expense. Most people understand this process and its relationship to relevant
Ontario legislation.
What many don’t seem to realize is
that those rights apply to any person or
company who supplies things to, or
makes any improvement on, your property. They have a legal right against the
ownership of your property the moment
they enter it or deliver supplies to you
and, in some cases, the moment you sign
a contract. So in legal fact, that guy
under your sink actually does own your
home, at least in part.
Here’s some Ontario history. In the
late 1800s the term “mechanical arts” referred to all manner of blue-collar workers, including typographers. In 1872 the
Toronto Typographical Union went on
strike for a nine-hour work day. Many
were imprisoned as union activities were
illegal. This strike, though unsuccessful,
laid a foundation for the Canadian
labour movement. In 1873, the Mechanic
Liens Act was passed giving even the lowest worker meaningful security to get
paid. It also spelled out how many different persons, or classes, could have claim
against the same property or article at the
same time. That law evolved into what
we know as the Construction Liens Act,
recently amended in May 2017 to become the new Construction Act.

A lien is a claim upon the property of
another person to ensure payment. The
Construction Act, which governs liens
and the holdback process, provides security to ensure the lowest worker gets paid.
To that end it has many built-in protections, rights, and responsibilities for the
homeowner as well.
What does this mean? A contractor
shows up, does work and is fully paid.
Forty-five days later any unpaid workers,
suppliers, or sub-trades can come back to
you for payment because your house is
the only security they hold. It is your
responsibility to ensure you have done
things properly. One of these obligations
is to retain 10% holdback amounts on all
progress payments and a separate holdback amount for finishing work, to ensure all subcontractors have been paid
and will release their claim upon your
property.
Anyone renovating, buying a house,
applying for (or renewing) a mortgage
can have the process suddenly halted by a
lien from unpaid workers. Releasing a
lien can be costly and time consuming.
Hiring a contractor who doesn’t like a
paper trail or offers to do work more
cheaply for cash (and no HST) is asking
for trouble. First, you have no protection
as to the scope of work or agreed-upon
amounts for payment. Second, you lose
“clean hands”. The clean hands principle
in law means that if you agreed to engage
in illegal activities by avoiding tax, you
are less entitled to an equitable outcome
in a lawsuit.
Even if you choose, for any reason, to
provide cash payment, a fully detailed
scope of work should still be signed. All
homeowners should know their rights
and responsibilities in this area before
hiring anyone for renovations. Seek legal
advice immediately if trouble starts.
Knowledge is the most important tool in
the box.

Three hours of pay is required for shift
cancellations with less than two days (48
hours) notice.
Three hours of pay is required for on-call
workers who are not called in or who
work less than three hours.

8am - 2pm
January 6 - April 14

Fresh produce can be found in Ontario even
in the winter, support your local farmers year
round at our Winter Mar ket.

Interested in becoming a vendor at the
Ottawa Street Farmers’ Market?
Email: info@ottawastreetfarmers.com

Market Office - 204 Ottawa St N, Hamilton
Tel. 905.544.5822
@OttawaStMarket IG @OttawaStreetFarmersMarket

Celebrate International Women’s Day
on Ottawa Street!
Thursday, March 8
Visit Ottawa Street during IWD & receive a
yellow rose (while supplies last).
SAVE THE DATE!

Saturday, May 5 • 11am - 2pm
@OttawaStreetBIA IG @OttawaSt_BIA
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These dreams were so vivid! They
included performing arts studios on
Kenilworth—maybe a dance studio,
perhaps a poetry collective or a visual
arts collective. How about a small
community centre?

Photo by Tammy Heidbuurt

Kathleen Livingston dreams of a redeveloped Kenilworth
with fewer car lots and dispensaries.

Dreaming
by Kathleen Livingston
I HAD BEEN DREAMING,

off and on, for three years.
It started shortly after I bought my house here in
Hamilton East, just off Kenilworth. I dreamed of a resurgence in the neighbourhood that would reflect my
love of it. Then my patio chairs were stolen off my front
porch, and the soot started falling from the north, and
my lungs began reacting to that soot, and my dreams
faded into disappointed wakefulness. I still hoped, but
my dreams became grey and lethargic.
Then the Barton-Kenilworth Corridor project came
into public discussion. And some of the “residential”
storefronts disappeared—and I dreamed bigger! And
then a lovely little parkette replaced a tired, dreary, unkempt parking space on the Pipeline Trail. Then I got to
help create a huge garden on Kenilworth that replaced
an expanse of asphalt fenced in chain link.

And I started dreaming again, and my dreams got
even bigger!
These dreams were so vivid! They included performing arts studios on Kenilworth—maybe a dance
studio, perhaps a poetry collective or a visual arts collective. How about a small community centre? Or perhaps we could expand the library into a truly useful
community space! I thought we might hope for a repertory movie theatre that would reprise some of the golden moments of film. My secret passion: a wine and oyster bar.
My dreams even included removing at least 50 per
cent (dare we hope for 75?) of the second-hand car sale
lots between Barton and Main! Surely a children’s play
structure would grace the neighbourhood much better.
If no commercial enterprise was immediately interested,
we could fill at least one of those lots with a bunch of
picnic tables and a small bandstand for buskers to demonstrate their talents and regale us on balmy summer
evenings. Where crowds gather, enterprise follows—a
provable concept.

But then a pot shop opened at the corner of
Kenilworth and Barton. Well, one pot shop does not
ruin a neighbourhood, right? But then the second one
opened up at Kenilworth and Newlands and I began to
worry. That’s a corner of my block, this is NOT an upscale operation, and some “interesting” characters started hanging out in the adjacent parking lot. Thankfully,
that seems to have stopped, and I suspect it is due to
some effective community policing.
Then another pot shop opened up further south on
Kenilworth. That’s when I stopped dreaming and started
to think about the need to plan. Clearly there is no municipal plan in place for Kenilworth in my neighbourhood—or else there is somebody at the business licensing desk who is asleep on the job. This is my
neighbourhood and I don’t want it peppered with pot
shops. I do want Kenilworth to be a vibrant, friendly
place where my neighbours and I can walk safely and
enjoy the benefits of interesting activity and viable commerce in our neighbourhood.
As of the time of writing, I am working on a plan to
engage with our councillors to formulate a plan for strategically and deliberately populating Kenilworth between Barton and Main. And then I want assurances
that the plan will be followed. But that’s going to require the determination of many Crown Pointers, and I
am dreaming again—that there will be dozens who join
in this effort! So, I will see you at the next Crown Point
Community meeting.

VOLUNTEERS

The Point is created through the work of an army of
wonderful volunteers. We plan, write, edit, layout,
and proofread. We sell ads and manage payments.
We do this because we love our community. We
want to share this passion with you.

contactthepoint@gmail.com
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Front gardens
and water pipes
by Bev Wagar

“Wish I’d known . . . ” What comes
next can’t be a happy tale, right?
If you’re thinking about replacing
lead water pipes in your front
yard, underneath a garden or future
garden, read on. This is a cautionary
tale, written from recent, perhaps
too recent, experience.
First off: make sure the contractor knows you have a
garden, not sod. Equipment operators have an eyesight
deficiency—anything that isn’t sod is viewed as “dirt”,
an invitation to excavate with abandon. Plants, shrubs,
bulbs, and good quality topsoil are invisible to them, so
be sure to take photos and do an inventory of everything growing in your yard before the work starts.
Next, prepare for the backhoe to roll up. There will
be no notice or warning. Winter is no barrier—they will
work any time the ground is snow- and frost-free. On
our job, in November, this happened before I had removed the plants and bulbs. I had to send the workers
away and set a later date. You need time to prepare so
try to pin down the date in advance.
Make sure you are home to supervise. Insist that the
workers replace the soil in the order it was removed, so
the rich amended topsoil you created over the years will
not end up under a layer of cement-like clay subsoil. I
faced serious opposition on this point; providing tarps
on which to dump the soil placated the workers
somewhat.
Water pipes are buried deep, between four and five
feet down, in soil that does not freeze. And although the
pipe is less than an inch wide, the trench will be at least
two feet wide, and the path of destruction at least three
feet. Any trees or shrubs near the trench will suffer root
damage. My crew was dismayed to see that my eightfoot (native, rare, and seed-grown) fringetree had not
been removed. Instead I had tipped it out of the way by
digging and cutting the roots on the trench-side, spraying them with water, and tying them into a large plastic
bag containing loose, wet peat. Not only did this keep
the roots moist and dark, but it also kept them from being ripped from the soil. A clean cut is more likely to
heal than a shredded tear from a backhoe blade.
The work will take only a few hours but when it’s
over resist the urge to replant your garden. More carnage
is on the way, and neither your contractor nor the city is
obliged to inform you about the second onslaught. After
the private section of pipe is replaced, the city has up to
seven weeks to do the public portion from the water
main in the middle of the road to the hookup on your
property. Again, the trucks will roll up without warning.
More importantly, you won’t be told that no matter
where the shutoff valve is currently located, it will be
moved—likely into the middle of your garden. Because
of easement rights, along with municipal road allowance
regulations (designed for wide suburban streets and
houses with large setbacks) the city has access to a swath
of your property. Workers will locate the shutoff valve
on the “property line” at the very edge of this easement
area. Our valve was originally in the front sidewalk.
Now six feet closer to the house, it rises like a turret over
a battlefield, right next to the trunk of my fringetree and
its newly shredded roots.
Because they relocate the shutoff valve, the city workers excavate and replace a section of the pipe you already
paid for. While it may be possible to supervise the work
and minimize the damage to your soil, the city is under
no obligation to communicate with you—after all, the
land is not considered your property. It felt like an ambush. Like vandalism.
I am seeking compensation for the losses. I’ll let you
know what happens.

Chocolate truffles are as easy as they are delicious

Easy Chocolate
Truffles
by Magda Wierzbicka

Ingredients
1 can (sweetened) condensed milk
3 tbsp cacao
3 tbsp unsalted butter
2-3 drops almond extract
cacao, chocolate sprinkles or anything else you’d like
the truffles to be covered with
Instructions
Use a wide saucepan on low heat. Melt the butter, add
cacao, and mix well using a spatula or whisk. Add the
condensed milk and let it simmer, mixing constantly to
prevent the bottom from burning. It takes some time to
reach the desired consistency. A lot depends on the
quality of the condensed milk. You’ll know you’re close
when you run the spatula through the bottom and the

mixture stays apart for a moment. After that cook it for
another ten minutes. Add the almond extract and mix
well. Move the mixture into a bowl or other container.
Let it cool down so it’s not burning your fingers but it’s
still soft and pliable. Have a block of unsalted butter
handy. Grease your hands with a little bit of butter.
Spoon out a small portion of the mixture and roll a nice
ball with your hands. Put a few tablespoons of cocoa on
a plate or small bowl and roll the ball in it. When all
truffles have been coated, chill them in a fridge until
hard. This is a very simple and basic recipe. Feel free to
modify it. by adding powdered milk instead of cocoa
you’ll get white truffles. You can also add powdered
coconut and roll them in shredded coconut. Add nuts
or a variety of powdered chocolate. The possibilities are
endless! Enjoy!
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Thank You!

The Point 2017
finances

The editorial team at The Point would like to take this opportunity to thank
our advertisers for their support over the last year.

by Cynthia Lokker
UNBELIEVABLY, 2017 MARKED the 4rd year of producing
The Point! Here again is our annual financial report to
the community in the spirit of transparency and to give
you an idea of what it costs to create this paper 6 times
per year.
Our costs and income can be found in the table
below. The majority of the outstanding accounts receivable are for ads in our December/January issue. Once
payments come in, we will have had another successful
year that allows for a buffer to pay for the next issue.
Currently it costs $2,314 to print and deliver each issue.

COSTS:
Printing
Delivery

The Castle Project

SoBi Hamilton Bike Share

Crown Point Pharmacy-Sam Sharma

Greg DeDanus-realtor

Sam Merulla

Laura Vandette-realtor

Matthew Green

Hamilton Steelworkers

Andrea Horwath

Ross Electric

Hamilton And District Labour Council

Rosedale Tennis Club

Wee Watch Daycare

Centre Mall Dentist

Ottawa Street BIA

Momentum Fitness

Aloft Massage

Olga Katsaros-realtor

Primetime Sports Bar

Padgett Business Services

The Painted Bench

Active Foot Clinic

Screen For Life Coach

First Ontario Credit Union

City School by Mohawk

Barton Medical Clinic

Mohawk Centre for Continuing Education

Millennium Jewelers

$8, 067.30
$6,200.00
$14,67.30

Total
AD SALES:
Gross sales
Accounts receivable

$15,254.82
($1,038.00)

Net sales

$13,229.30

GROSS INCOME

$987.52

CROWN POINT EVENTS
The Table
Every Wednesday evening volunteers from
Blessings will be serving hot take-away
meals. Visit blessingshamilton.ca/notice/
the-table/
EVERY WEDNESDAY, 6:30–8 PM
(OR UNTIL THE FOOD RUNS OUT)
THE DREAM CENTRE PARKING LOT
627 MAIN STREET EAST

Early Morning Risers
Start your Saturday weekend morning with
company, coffee and treats and let the kids
get to work playing in an interactive and
exploratory environment. Free event.
SATURDAYS IN FEBRUARY, 7:30–9 AM
HAMILTON CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
GAGE PARK

Friends of Gage Park Winterfest
Friends of Gage Park welcome you to join
in our outdoor activities including wagon
rides and BBQ for a low cost family event.
Also, enjoy a complimentary visit to the
Gage Park Greenhouse.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 12–3 PM
GAGE PARK (NEXT TO GREENHOUSE)
50 LAWRENCE ROAD

Trans Job Fair
The job fair allows Transgender, Gender
Diverse, Gender Queer, and Two Spirit applicants to break through barriers, such as
transphobia, by meeting with employers
who have been prescreened as to their readiness to employ and support people from
your communities. Lunch and bus tickets
will be provided. Visit facebook.com/opendoorsjobfair
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
11 AM–2 PM
NGEN
24 MAIN STREET WEST

Winterfest Shindig
Free family-friendly event! Come join us
to celebrate light, warmth, community and
winter. There will be hot chocolate, apple
cider, s’mores, music and games. Interested
in volunteering or donating, contact John
Huculiak john.h.huculiak@gmail.com
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10
12–5 PM
LUCY DAY PARK
33 CLINTON STREET

deLight 2018 - GArbaGE Forest
Coming this winter, DeLight, Hamilton’s
Light Fest returns with a whimsical light in-

ADVERTISE IN
Our community newspaper is supported by
advertising. We distribute 9,000 copies every two
months to the Crown Point area, City Hall, and a
number of locations downtown.
Please contact us for information
email thepointadsales@gmail.com

stallation in Gage Park to show that the park
belongs to all of us – along with its forest of
garbage. The installation of lit-up sky dancers made of recycled plastic bags will playfully remind us that we can make better choices
for ourselves and our community.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 2018
5–11 PM
GAGE PARK (AT THE FOUNTAIN)

1000 Main Street East The Whiskey King
Canadian author Trevor Cole will join us to
speak about his fascinating book “The Whiskey King” recounting the infamous deeds of
Rocco Perri, one of Hamilton’s most notorious former residents. Representatives from
Bryan Prince Bookseller will be on site to sell
copies of the book.
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 7:30 PM
THE PLAYERS’ GUILD
80 QUEEN STREET SOUTH

Paper Doll Making Workshop
Using paper, cloth and various tools, Johanna
Chaytor guides participants through the creation of their own paper dolls and pets, representing the diversity of people and creatures that frequently fill the Pipeline Trail.
This workshop has been made possible
through the generous support of the Ontario

Arts Council. Admission is free but pre-registration is required. To register, please contact
Bethany Osborne bethanyjosborne@gmail.
com or call 647-248-3893.
SATURDAY, MARCH 17
9 AM–12 PM
DR. JOHN M. PERKINS CENTRE
ROOM C (LOWER LEVEL)
1429 MAIN STREET EAST

Kenilworth Library
Branch Programs
All kinds of fun and free events for all ages
are taking place this winter at the Kenilworth
Library! Check hpl.ca/events for a complete
listing, including tons of great, free March
Break activities.
103 KENILWORTH AVENUE NORTH

The next issue of The Point is April/May.
Please send your information for all
neighbourhood events to us by March 1st
at thepointnewsevents@gmail.com

THE CROWN POINT
COMMUNITY PLANNING TEAM
is a resident-led neighbourhood network...

• Connect with friendly people
• Make your ideas happen
• Help make Crown Point better
We meet the 3rd Monday of every month, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
For more info visit:

CROWNPOINTHUB.CA

